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 We discover by studying ethics and various religious advices that without paying 
attention to the environment, a sustainable development cannot be planned. The human 

security will be in danger by any excuse which causes damages to and destruction of 

the environment either directly or indirectly. The environment as the humanity's shared 
heritage is playing an important and fundamental role in interests of future generations. 

The present article is trying to answer this question: what is the role and impact of 

environment in sustainable development? Attempts are also made to explain the role of 
environment in sustainable development through divine recommendations and advices 

with respect to the significance of the environment and also from the view of the 

international law. We believe that threat and destruction of environment are closely 
related with human security and will put it in danger directly or indirectly. What is 

described as sustainable development by experts is a development which respects rights 

of present and future generations. The right to healthy environment is the fundamental 
right of human being and should not be violated under any justification. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The environment, sustainable development and the human shared heritage for planning in different field, 

particularly in the area of economic infrastructures there is no way except for a reliable and sustainable 

development. Sustainable development is a concept which is taken into consideration by all countries in their 

planning. There is no way except lasting and sustainable development for planning in different areas, especially 

in providing economic infrastructures. Development experts believe that one of the most important parameters 

for sustainable development is protecting the environment. This article is seeking to discuss the environment, 

the humanity’s shared heritage, and investigate its role in interests of future generation in terms of ethics and 

religions and its relationship with human security. It also aims at explains the status of environment in 

sustainable development in terms of the international law and environment international law. This article also 

aims at answering this question. What is the role of environment in sustainable development? What is the role of 

environment in international law? It is noteworthy to say that in current era whose most important characteristic 

is ‘Globalization of Economic’², all countries may violate many of environmental requirements in order to serve 

their interests and turn to be a strong economic power. The environment experts should stress sensitivities and 

consequences of lack of care about the environment so that any development will be established in terms of 

environment security. Economy and industry activists should know that environment insecurity is closely 

related with human security. The concluding section of this article tries to explain about the issue as well. 

 It is clear that the environment is as old as human being is. Its status has been gradually institutionalized in 

civil rights of countries as well as the international law and its legal principles have been defined and organized 

quickly. In legal terms, the environment is concerned with depicting the area of topic, determining legal rules, 

and establishing the range of responsibilities in case damage is inflicted. The word environment has been taken 

from the old French word of ' Environment' which means to encompass. In other words, environment is a system 

of natural and human factors as well as elements which are intertwined interchangeably and affect the biologic 

balance, life quality, human health, cultural and historic heritage and landscape [1]. Inclusion of global 

commonalities is one of the characteristics which distinguish environmental agreements from other ones. Shared 

resources are the ones which affect the entire international community, and therefore management of such 
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resources often needs an international cooperation. There are three types of universal common points. The first 

one includes resources such as tropical rainforests in Brazil and elephant herds in Africa which are in the border 

areas of one country with two more countries and influence the global environment. Some researchers mention 

that the best way to protect such resources is to privatize them. Some other experts believe that such resources 

belong to countries with rich reservoirs and they are the ones which can run these resources in any way they 

prefer. Recently, some countries with more resources have come to understand that such resources are part of 

the right to environment as a shared heritage of humanity and therefore it belongs to the whole international 

community. On the contrary, the countries have demanded the international community to provide financial and 

technical aid to help protect and maintain these resources. Resistance against such issues may reduce the 

functionality of such resources through concluding international agreements. The second type of universal 

commonalities, are non-exclusive commonalities. That is to say, resources like South Pole and parts of oceans 

which do not specifically belong to any country, and it is not possible to allocate them to a country as financial 

rights. The third type of universal common aims is the environment right which is one of the real commonalities 

including resources such as atmosphere, water and air which is not possible to allocate them to any country as 

financial rights [2]. These are common points that cannot be allocated nor delineated.  

 

1) The concept of sustainable development in international law: 

 The issue of sustainable development is not an old issue in the international law. It has been introduced in a 

document titled 'the right to environment of the common future' in 1983 presented by the then Norwegian Prime 

Minister Graham Brundtland. The document was released by the UN General Assembly. In practice, based on 

the document, the international community has called for the sustainable development as a basis for any human 

economic activity with serious focus on the environment. The sustainable development has drawn the attention 

of the international community as a major concern since 1970. Finally, the June 1992 conference, held following 

the resolution approved by the UN General Assembly in the 20
th

 anniversary of Stockholm Conference on 

'environment held in Rio de Janeiro stressed the right to environment in sustainable development and the right to 

environment in international law again. The issue has led to the necessity of protecting the environment in all 

areas. 

 Brundtland believes sustainable development is "a development which meets the needs of the current 

generation without damaging the capabilities of the future generation in meeting their needs." Sustainable 

development considers the needs of the current generation and the future generations simultaneously. It is 

important to address the issue of "sustainable development" and clarify this issue. Because some believe that 

realization of the concept of sustainable development is not possible by respecting the human rights and 

environmental standards simultaneously. 

 Also despite Brundtland's reports and various gatherings organized by international communities and 

NGOs, no reliable and accepted concept about 'sustainable development' has been yet achieved. Unfortunately, 

international documents relevant to this issue, including the Rio 1992 Declaration on Development and 

Environment and Stockholm 1972 Declaration only refer to incentive concepts and approaches without naming 

ways to compensate the lack of commitments or specification of performance bounds and are regarded as ‘soft 

right’. Therefore, approval of numerous environmental conventions with efficient and functional performance 

bound and boosting environmental standards as an appropriate pattern to obtain sustainable development is 

necessary [3].
 
It could be said that due to the same weakness in international documents there is no solution for 

lack of care of governments about their international responsibilities for protecting the environment either in 

peace time or war time like what has happened in Gaza Strip [4].  

 

Interests of future generations are intertwined with healthy environment: 

 One part of environmental policy is planned for keeping and protecting the environment for future 

generations. Since the future generations are not present in the process of concluding current international 

agreements, the current generation should provide interests for the future generations. However, it is difficult to 

protect these resources because of two reasons, first because it is difficult for the current generation to evaluate 

and assess interests of the future generations and secondly the governments should decide about whom or which 

organizations on the right to environment of the future generations should be responsible for these judgments. It 

is a quite tough job. Recently, researchers have proposed an interstitial method dubbed the theory of 

"intergeneration equity". Based on this method, the governments should determine rights and commitments of 

intergeneration based on the fundamental principles. It seems that the governments do not know to which 

generation they belong. Three fundamental principles of intergeneration equity are as follow:  

1. Any generation should protect the diversity of principles of natural and cultural resources (the right to 

environment, protecting the options of the right to the environment). 

2. Any generation should protect the quality of the earth (the right to environment and protecting the quality of 

right to environment) 
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3. Eventually, any generation should provide the right of equal access to resources for members of its 

generation as well as members of the future generation. (The right to environment and protecting the right of 

access to the environment), based on this theory the right to environment of human society is a shared system 

comprising of rights of all generations to the right of environment. The goal of the human society is protecting 

the welfare and convenience of all generations in line with the right to the environment.  

 As mentioned earlier, the evaluation of interests of future generations is a tough task due to its nature. 

Because, there is no clear method for assessing the value of natural resources for the future generations. And the 

governments are free to decide about discussing interests of their future generations and it has led to adoption of 

selective approach by the governments. Some researchers believe that determining an official representative 

who protects the interests of all future generations will protect the interests in a more influential way. One of the 

ways for selecting this representative would be determining or establishing an international organization which 

is the representative of future generations of the world and takes actions based on a specific solution such as a 

convention or a protocol [2].
 
 

 There are sections in biological diversity convention which are taking into account the interests of current 

and future generations. The interference of biological and non-biological elements with each other and among 

each other determines the level of success (sustainability) and failure (unsustainability) of context of human 

biology. Therefore, the life of human depends on the interactions among natural elements and therefore nature 

and environment as a shared heritage among human beings and nations hold a special position. This position has 

always been identified and accepted culturally, religiously and scientifically among nations across the world. In 

the same way, different types of international conventions and protocols (including Convention of Biological 

Diversion (CBD), Convention of Sustainable Development (CSD) and etc…) have been concluded. No doubt 

that sustainable development can be obtained if the environment as shared heritage of current and future 

humanity draws the attention of decision makers and decision makers on development. Thus, sustainable 

development will undoubtedly be achieved.  

 

The environment from the view of the divine religions and schools of thoughts: 

 In terms of environment, a successful society is the one in which any of the people know him/herself as an 

environmental protection keeper.
 
Protecting the environment is closely associated with the whole people in a 

society. The society's view about their treatment with the environment and protection of the environment either 

in time of war or peace is influential. The environmental ethics could be regarded as an inner guarantee for their 

right treatment on protecting the environment. It seems necessary to train environmental ethics and encourage 

ethical people to interact with their environment and finally enforce environment rights to realize a solution with 

firm performance bound in this regard. Since the world today is passing and experiencing a surging era in terms 

of cultural and social formations, establishment of scientific and research centers either at national or 

international levels and employment of nongovernmental organizations and experts institutions can prove 

effectively in the development of training and enforcing the ethics and rights of environment. Since the role of 

the economic and social council of the UN, is to deal with social and economic issues as well as developing 

these issues. Therefore, it can be said that this issue plays a key role in enforcement of these rights based on the 

obligations specified in the UN charter. This section can take measures based on the 10
th

 chapter of the UN 

charter and articles 62, 63, 64, 65 and 66 to fulfill its obligations. It could be said that lack of a firm resolution in 

this base and not paying attention to the 

 

Issue of environment in this section besides the political goals of Security: 

 Council could create a vacuum in the required enforcement and support for the international law of 

environment. It also can insert considerable effects in line with government's measures and lack of attention to 

their obligations on respecting and obeying environment rights.  

 Based on the articles mentioned above, the council can play a leading role in conducting the measures 

though obeying, enforcing and respecting and fulfilling international obligations of governments on this part of 

rights seriously, the rights of the third generation.  

 The measures include:  

1. Studying and preparing reports on issues related to cultural, educational, economic, social, health and other 

relevant issues 

2. Preparing or creating the required conditions to present results of this study to the UN General Assembly 

and technical organizations affiliated or related to environmental issues  

3. Providing the required recommendations for encouragement of real respect for human rights (the 

international law of the environment) 

4. Preparing draft concord on issues related to the international law of the environment as well as requests for 

holding numerous international conferences on environmental issues. 

5. Concluding agreements with technical organizations on the right of environment (based on article 57 of the 

UN Charter) and providing the grounds for make technical organizations affiliated to the UN. So that when the 
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agreements are approved by the UN General Assembly, it could provide the required good performance bound 

to realize the international law of the environment and criminal protection for the environment.  

6. Consultations and recommendations for the related technical institutions and even recommendation to the 

General Assembly and the UN member states could be a solution for enforcing and obeying the rights.  

7. Taking measures for reception of regular reports from technical institutions and accomplishment of the 

relevant recommendations from this institute to the UN General Assembly, UN member states and the related 

technical institutions and organizations. 

  It is noteworthy to mention that the UN General Assembly could be regarded as an influential basis in 

enforcement of goals of the social-economic council. It can also provide the Security Council with information. 

Besides, this important organization, the UN can play a leading role in helping development and expansion of 

applied and theoretical principles of the environment international law and criminal protection for the right. 

 The structure can conduct and exercise the required recommendations of the UN General Assembly which 

are necessary for conducting the relevant services with the environment related issues as services that the UN 

members and technical organizations should exercise. Based on articles 55, 56 and 57 of the of the UN Charter, 

considering the necessity of making the required conditions for stability and welfare required for the global and 

efficient respect for the human rights and settlement of international issues on this rights, all the members have 

obliged to cooperate with the UN either individually or in team in order to fulfill goals of the charter. The role of 

technical organizations working on environment-related issues and are established based on agreements among 

states could expand and develop the environment international law influentially. Therefore, it can be said that 

considering what was mentioned above, the role of the UN economic and social council, General Assembly, the 

Security Council and technical institutions and organizations in enforcing the environment international law, 

criminal protection for this law and providing a solution to remove the existing vacuums on this right is 

necessary and should be heeded by the international community. Moreover, lack of attention to the three 

structures of the UN in creating the vacuums and lack of care of countries bout their international responsibility 

in obeying, enforcing and supporting the environment international law is playing a key role in violating the 

environment international law and enforcement of these rules at the time of war and peace. Furthermore, since 

the nature of ethical and normal environment problems deal with global concerns, rapid changes in societies in 

terms of technology, economy and policy have always raised new issues on human interaction with the nature. 

No doubt that establishing ethical standards and expanding the environmental ethics could be a solution in 

enforcement of this right. In addition, enforcing basics of value principles, realization of sustainable 

development and vindication of human rights can provide suitable grounds for exercising the environment 

international law to protect natural and environmental resources. These principles should be enforced and 

obeyed through clarifying the biological ethics and making it rule-based through legal issues in order to set 

principles and framework for criminal protection of the environment. The first step for criminal protection of the 

environment, as a serious concern of the humanity, needs accepted and comprehensive definition of principles 

of biological ethics obeying commonalities of different nations. It also needs international conversion and 

resolution to protect the environment as the shared heritage of humanity. Accordingly, providing performance 

bound to protect the environment based on an international and global approach could be an influential step in 

explaining the vacuums resulted from interpretation of these rules regionally and locally and also in explaining 

and developing this right in terms of international law. 

 Biological ethics which adopts an objective and global approach towards the issues of confidence, the right 

to environment, equality of right to environment, cross-land obligations on right to environment and 

international obligations of right to environment, could prove effective in specification of principles and 

framework for criminal protection of the environment. One of the issues which can be criticized in this section is 

providing the insufficient description of the right to environment, biological ethics of right to the environment 

presented in limited way instead of independent way. The role of government’s sovereignty as the ones 

imposing rules can prevent realization of international treaties goals because of the limitations and obligations 

that they make. Therefore, public adherence to the biological ethics and universal interpretation of this issue 

would be an appropriate solution for existence and enforcement of the rights in the international arena. In this 

field, as mentioned earlier, the role of related technical institutions and organizations either local ones or 

international ones could be highlighted. The definition of coherent principles and universal standards regardless 

of any political or regional considerations, could prove effectively in removing vacuums resulted from the 

environment rights in the international arena. Introducing these biological principles and basics clearly and 

based on the fundamental human rights and universal considerations, using these principles in the form of 

international laws and rules by the ruling authority, international authorities and common people especially 

through the required performance bounds by the governments would definitely prove effectively. Of course, 

preparing these principles should be conducted based on universal ethics and convergence. The principles, 

forecasting legal rules and approving biding regulations at the national and international levels could be a 

solution to exercise these rules. It can also explain shared ethical values which encompass humanitarian and 

environmental values based on global convergence approach and through attention to the principle of justice as 
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the basic one in biological ethnics, consent, non-damaging, respect and legal support or performance bound. So 

it will be able to help develop and boost these principles along with the right to environment, collective 

consciousness of the right to environment in form of legal rules and the international law and through presenting 

appropriate and effective performance bound for criminal support for the environment. Lack of clarification of 

these principles and free interpretation and analysis of these principles, makes it possible for the governments to 

regard these principles as an excuse to realize their political goals and impose the obligations to the rivals and 

pose threat against them in a politically-tainted manner [5]. 

 It should be noted here that preparation and explanation of principles and framework for obeying criminal 

rights of the environment without taking into consideration biological values and the philosophy of value, as 

shown in regional and international treaties, is not possible. An example of this insight can be seen in the draft 

international UNESCO declaration of biological rights and human rights (2005) in which the principles of 

biological ethic principles have been introduced as fundamental examples of human rights [5]. 

 

2) The recommendations of religions on the necessity of protecting the environment: 

1. Necessity of protecting the environment in Islam: 

  Islam as the most complete religion attaches deep and valuable importance to the environment. Since in the 

Islamic economic system, the interests of people and society are ruling, interests means a value based on which 

the happiness of an individual is intertwined with the interests of the society. In economic issues, Islam has 

defined limitations for earnings and has limited the freedom of people and the right of individual ownership with 

these matters. Islam allows individual freedom as long as it does not damage the other individuals in a society 

and it has also mentioned principles on obeying the rights of environment and protecting the environment. In 

Islam, the principle of rejecting loss, sovereignty and justice of the government have been always stressed and 

Islam has always emphasized vindicating right of any owner of the right and social and individual interest. In 

line with the principle of the government ruling, Islam has always banned creation of negative external effects 

on environment and called for lessening such effects to protect the environment and follow the environmental 

ethics to reach Islamic school as a justice-based school. Islam binds itself to intervene for realization of rights in 

any circumstance when any right is being violated. This obligation has been stressed and stipulated in articles 2, 

3, 156 of the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Constitution. Realization of sustainable development has been 

highlighted in verse 10 of al-Rahman Surah, which says ‘using the earth and whatever it includes belong to all 

people at any time’. In other words it refers to the rights of people at any time on natural resources and their 

environment. Moreover, since the right to the environment, as a shared heritage for humanity in all era, non-

violation of the right has been recognized. The article 50 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

recognizes this issue and considers it as binding. In other words, lack of protection for the environment leads to 

lack of gaining sustainable development. Therefore, the Islamic government in terms of social obligations is 

obliged to take measures for establishment of intergeneration justice to vindicate the right of individuals and 

gain sustainable development, because using and enjoying the clean environment and nature by human by 

human being has been stressed in the Holy Quran and religious teachings [6]. As mentioned earlier, the 

environmental thoughts and obeying environmental rights and regulations can be seen in many verses of holy 

Quran. Many verses of the holy Quran have been named after natural phenomena or even in some cases they 

have been sworn to these phenomena. The God has always stressed the human’s responsibility to use and obey 

the right. For example in Surah of ‘Hood’, the God has made human being responsible for using the blessing 

[7]. Support for the environment can be found in views of different traditions of religions across the words. 

Many of traditional societies, forest-living people and societies make a living through hunting and farming have 

long been establishing sustainable approaches and creating developed unique knowledge on their environment 

and resources. The earth is the home of ancestors, provides daily material needs and is a loan for future 

generations. At the international level, the Convention N. 169 of the international Labor Organization includes 

rules about indigenous people. In addition, article 8 of the Convention on Biological Diversity includes rules 

which support the traditional knowledge and methods of indigenous people ad local communities. The judicial 

apparatuses of many countries have focused on cultural or national heritage for development which boost 

environmental justice and sustainable development. Explaining the environment and the necessity of providing 

its health, is one of the principles of the environment and ways for obtaining a healthy environment and 

realization of its original goals which are among fundamental rights of human rights and are among obligations 

of human being. These steps should be taken by means of human sciences and human powers. Damage to the 

environment comes due to lack of understating about human rights or failure to fulfill human obligations. The 

Holy Quran which is one of the most sacred religious books, states that the stage creation f the world is a velvet 

cover of the God’s beauty and grace and states that the arrangement of the world has been the basis for human’s 

calm. The Holy Quran adores the whole world’s beauty. What is understood from celestial command and divine 

order is that the beautiful painting of creature is a divine loan for human. Experimental industries are obliged to 

adopt an approach to provide happiness and health of the whole people and obey natural rights of any creature 

including those in sea, aquatic creatures, and birds as well as those who breathe air and any natural creature and 
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never should be satisfied with annihilation of generations. The most important element of divine ruling after 

learning religious teachings is to develop the earth and secure it from any destruction. By earth, it is meant 

where human being lives. Such a large place extends from the depth of ocean to the peak of the sky and this 

environmental culture is closely associated with the super position of succession of God.  

 

Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) states that: 

 There are three things which boost human’s vision. Looking at brunette, running water and good face, if the 

vision of human beings boosts by looking at green space and running water, it is clear that building and 

protecting green places and making rivers is regarded desirable by Islam. Failure of making green places and 

protecting them is not appropriate. Therefore, failure in protecting the natural resources, grasslands and farms is 

also not a proper action. 

 

Imam Sadeq (PBUH) has stated that: 

 Life is not desirable without these three vital elements. 1. Clean air, 2. Large and sweet water. 3. Fertile and 

cultivable land. 

 The God has provided all basic elements required for human being’s life and announced that using these 

elements are human rights. He has also obliged the society to protect them from damage, extinction, shortage 

and the like. If an individual, government or nation fails to know these basic elements or obtain or protect them, 

it has not complied with its religious obligation. The behavior of divine leaders as well as their words has aimed 

at encouraging nations and governments to abide by the environmental principles.  

 In 1983, Muslim experts conducted a study on the relationship between Islam and protection of 

environment, the results of the study showed that human beings are only running the earth, not its owners. They 

are only beneficiaries and not its rulers. Running and using the earth is a heritage given to human being to use it 

in his favor and to serve his interests. Therefore it should be kept, maintained, and protected as a loan and he 

should do in line with his rules and based on honesty and trust. Any generation is entitled to use the nature to the 

extent that it does not violate interests of the next generations. Therefore, based on Islamic principles, protecting 

and supporting basic natural elements, supporting, protecting and developing the environment and natural 

resources is a binding religious obligation of any Muslim. 

 

2. Environment in Zoroastrianism: 

 In Mazdaism, the sky (air) and whatever is in it including sun, moon and stars as well as the earth and what 

it has including water, plant, animals, fire, metal and etc are valuable. In this faith, in case of saying prayers to 

the appointed angel of any of these elements and appreciating the blessing, the followers of this virtue, express 

gratitude to the compassionate God for these blessings including water, plants and animals. 

 Moreover, natural landscape making eyes pleasant are appreciated and what is good and holy is regarded 

valuable. The four elements of air, water, earth and fire are so regarded so valuable in Avesta that there are for 

special prayers for some of them. Those who are trying to destroy or contaminate the environment instead of 

development of the world, which goes with protection of environment, are those who take measures against the 

rule of the nature (Asha Rule). Because of this, Ahura Mazda wants to create a clean (Asavan) world.  

 Avesta recommends for obeying Asha rule and promises that those who are following the rule will have a 

convenient life but those who destroy the environment will face adverse consequences.
 
 

 

3. Environment in Judaism: 

 Jewish people believe that the best method and solution on how the human being should live in the nature is 

the way that the God has mentioned in divine books and Torah. The verse in Torah says: The right to 

environment to the divine will in the Garden of Aden has already been approved and the God put the created 

human being in the Garden. The right to environment as stated in the verse is: The God has made any thing 

required for human being. He created the world and the earth for him. The God has given the world to the 

human being and tasked him with making this world perfect. Prophet Isaiah (PBUH) states that: The God has 

not created the world for destruction (the right to environment). The God has not created the world to witness 

wars, killings, bombings and destructions. The God has created the world for living, healthy life and for human 

being to reach the ideal and perfect life.  

 

Musa ibn Maymun, great Jewish philosopher states that:  

 Human being can obtain the rational perfection, know about the God and pass through initial steps and do 

good things when he is wealthy and healthy in terms of physics. When he is not poor and when there is no war 

and the environment is perfect and ideal (the right to environment).
 
 

 

4. The environment in Christianity: 

 The world is moving towards a new future and also an insecure one.  
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 The increasing destruction of the environment could be the effect of these processes. Vast scientific 

agreements concluded so far have a leading role in the current environment problems which are made directly or 

indirectly due to human activities. But there is no environmental nature is seen in this issue. Destruction of 

environment is a sign of ethical crisis. 

 The UN environment program report known as Geo-2000 has been so firm in its conclusions. The first page 

of the Bible discusses basic truths related to protection of environment.  

 When the God created the earth, any of its elements were part of a whole. Everything was in a harmonious 

relationship regarded as desirable by the God. 

-In the entire process of creation, it was only the human being which was responsible for everything on the 

earth.  

-Responsibility is not only freedom in action but also it is being responsible towards the God. Therefore we are 

responsible for the future generations. We should transfer what we got as a loan to others. 

 - Therefore, there are limitations in our rights for using the blessings of the earth. 

 The same fundamental truths have been echoed in holy books of other religions in the world and because 

they are rooted in the nature of human, they could provide specific ethical principles. The human being is tasked 

with protecting the earth as it is protecting the earth with honesty and dignity. The God's creation is dynamic, 

and the same is true about the human beings personal interaction with the earth. The universe has been created 

with the right to the environment because it is passing this right to generation. Through this process we have 

been regarded as colleagues of the God.  

 In fact, the earth blessings belong to all people. In any kind of responsible investigation and use of the earth 

resources, it should be reminded that the God has provided the blessings for all people. We as members of 

human family are equal in terms of dignity. All people enjoy similar right for access to blessings of the earth to 

live a good life.  

 In time of prayers or thinking about the God's creatures, we could find a rich solution to deepen and activate 

the relationship between our religious beliefs and ethical commitments to take care of the environment. Training 

protection of the environment could be regarded as a great gratitude to the God in prayer. Keeping the 

environment could directly be related to our relationship with the God, other people and even the earth. Because 

of this comprehensive nature of the environment, the issue is related to all religious teachings. What is stressed 

in ethics and religion leads us through the issue that human beings should each be environmental protection 

keepers for today and tomorrow generations. A perfect human being will never move through the path of 

prosperity if he neglects the environment. In the same way, the governments who abide themselves to ethics and 

believe in any divine religion should know that they should abide by environmental considerations in designing 

and exercising sustainable development precisely.  

 

Theories of different schools of art in protection of the environment: 

 Destruction of the environment and inappropriate use of natural and environmental resources are one of the 

main elements of tensions and conflicts among human societies. Indeed, the issue of human security, 

environment and conflicts are three parts of human interaction in human societies. Security is basically defined 

as national security in general political culture or in international culture. Today, broader concepts of security 

are discussed in humane societies. For example, the economic security, health security, education security and 

job and earning security and in general human security are a word developed besides national security. As 

mentioned earlier, the interaction of the factors (environment, human security and conflicts) lead to peace 

process among human societies. The issue of environment and security rose as a movement from 1960-1970 in 

response to massive destruction of environment. The result of interactions among societies for environmental 

reforms and improvement of human security led to establishment of the UN international human rights 

conference in Stockholm in 1972. Although the conference basically focused on guaranteeing the human rights, 

the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP)
 
and Numerous environmental organizations were established 

in the same because the discussions mainly concentrated on environmental loss in Europe which came due to 

industrial pollution or acid rain [8]. Since then multilateral international cooperation on environmental events 

were formulated to deal with any of these issues, especially those who inserted considerable effect on countries. 

For example, Chernobyl atomic power plant explosion in Russia, Three Mile atomic power plant in the US, 

chemical waste in Danube River in Hungary, environmental pollution due to Kuwaiti oil fields in sea and lands 

and Bhopal pesticide plant disaster in India were all cases that witnessed international cooperation. Hence, there 

has been no international multi-lateral measure on environmental issues or damage and reconstruction of the 

environment, in events which included military operations, except Iraq's attack to Kuwait, including NATO 

attack on Serbia or Israeli forces' offensive to Gaza Strip.  
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Basically, there are four theories on environment and security: 

 The theories of Toronto School- Followers of this group believe that population rise leads to destruction of 

the environment and reduction of environmental resources. Therefore, a powerful group is trying to take a lead 

in guaranteeing access to resources over the weak one and it paves the way for conflict between the rich and 

poor.  

 It is clear that the role of the governments in controlling the conflicts and creating balance among societies 

and groups are of considerable importance.  

 The theory of Swiss School- The school states that environmental interactions are created in societies 

passing from an environment-dependent usual life to a market-dependent wealthy life. Based on the theory of 

the group, basically the sources could not be used appropriately in remote and rural areas because of low quality 

of life, access to resources or political and ethnical tensions. Consequently, the societies are established to 

protect their resources and resist against the urban societies which are developing and using resources in rural 

areas. At least, the type of conflicts of this type is immigration of rural people to cities, leaving rural areas and 

environmental resources which lead to destruction and unsustainability of the environment.  

 The Theory of Oslo School- The followers of this group believe that different groups are trying to take 

control of massive resources in most developed countries. Based on the World Bank studies people whose 

earnings rely on sale of natural resource products or raw material are more pathologic to conflicts among local 

or foreign people [8]. On the contrary, poor (developing) countries are immune to conflicts. A clear example of 

this conflict could be seen on Sierra Leone and also conflicts in Palestine for water and soil resources.  

 The Theory of E. Network Threats School- Based on the theory, the destruction of the environment is due 

to a series of interrelated threats in time and place. In other words, the way people decide on how to use 

environmental and natural resources paves the way for health or environmental threats. In case, the 

environmental resources are used unsustainably, as mentioned earlier, international conflicts would be 

unavoidable in one of the four groups. The more the degree of unsustainability, the more coherent, massive and 

continuous efforts are needed on consultative, common and arbitrary relations. In the same way, numerous 

international agreements and conventions have been developed in order to prevent conflicts or lessen the 

conflicts and also in order to facilitate use of shared environmental resources. Also, issues discussed in this 

school can pave the way for peace or conflict in the future. In other words, the experience has shown that 

competition to control natural resources and environmental elements or destroy resources and lessen their 

quality and quantity jeopardizes the human security. However, the UN Kenyan representative for environment 

and 2004 Noble laureates [9] state that relations among environmental issues and human security are complex 

and multilateral. On the one hand, the environmental issues affect the human being's life and lead to conflicts. 

On the other hand, the conflicts lead to destruction of the environment in many cases. 

 At regional and international levels, seven types of potential destruction of environment can result in 

international tensions and conflicts, although it can pave the way for international cooperation. 

 The elements include 

1. The green house effect and global warming  

2. Destruction of Ozone layer due to acid rains (including rain and snow) 

3. Deforestation  

4. Land erosion  

5. Destruction of farming lands  

6. Overuse of water resources  

7. Overuse of fisheries and naval resources 

 Basically, the first two items are of considerable importance at the level of the world and all human 

societies, and only developed countries have a greater share comparing to the developing ones in these 

destructions. The other items mainly insert regional impact and the range of their destruction depends on time 

and place and it may have different pace in different places. However, one of the ancillary effects of population 

and migration rise is preparation of conditions for conflicts among human societies. For example, in less 

developed countries where the issue of private ownership is not so old, water resources are used jointly by all 

people. In other words, all people in a society use natural blessings appropriately and equally. In case, the 

economic situation of the society changes and market-dependent economy rises, it is possible to privatize the 

shared resources and it is not possible to distribute or use them equally among all people, and the same point, 

leads to tensions among people in human societies. Any environmental impact could bring about social effects 

as well as abnormal conflicts. The conflicts could be categorized in three groups [10]. 

1. Simple conflicts which are due to shortages and are created among cultural groups or social and economic 

classes.  

2. Discriminatory conflicts and not identifying human identity  

3. Conflicts on relative deprivation which are due to environmental destructions. Because of which a group of 

people are not allowed to use natural blessings. 
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 Naturally, the condition of conflicts makes it necessary that any group should be dynamic enough to keep 

living and find solutions. In the same way, the current limited environmental resources may be destroyed or 

limited more, especially, when environment is destroyed or resources are limited in retaliation.  

 The example of this conflict is the 22-day events in Gaza Strip which came following occupation of 

Palestinian lands by Israel since the establishment of Zionist regime and it has damaged the environmental and 

human security of regional nations. Israeli land aggression has brought about direct and circular destruction of 

environment in Palestine. Basically, the destruction of the environment leads to reduction of income sources and 

also depreciation of human resources. The same issue has led to social insecurity and abnormalities, so the 

society would turn out to be poorer. In case poverty spreads across society, the economic poverty provides the 

grounds for cultural and social poverty and endangers health and sanitation security (physical and emotional) 

security and overshadows the life’s priorities. The experience has shown that destruction of the environment 

does not influence the poor and the rich equally, but affects the poor groups more. For example, imposing 

limitations on Gaza Strip lands through Barrier Wall by Israel and preventing goods imports and exports, access 

to healthy water resources (drinking and farming water), preventing access to aquatic creatures in Mediterranean 

Sea through naval siege have led to increasing economic poverty of Gazans. Such problems have made the 

Gazans to overuse limited herbal sources to provide fuel and use underground water which gradually increase 

the level of destruction in a destructive cycle. Moreover, reduction of vegetation due to overuse of consumption 

resources and destruction of the vegetation by Israeli bulldozers with the aim of creating panic, as well as 

making the lands useless have led to wind and water erosion and have destroyed the natural wealth in the region. 

Moreover, considering the membership of most of the countries in international environmental conventions and 

protocols, their parliaments have approved a practical administrative plan. Fundamental, reliable and coherent 

information is needed for environmental analysis so that in case of natural and military events, it could be 

possible to evaluate the situation before, during, and after the event. For example, investigating the political and 

executive structure of Palestinian state shows that the required infrastructure for protecting the environment 

which goes with environmental protocols and conventions are available. Palestinians have had valuable 

experiences in making olive and fruit gardens and sustainable use of their environment given their traditional 

knowledge and ethnical experiences, they and have got used to live in their fragile environment. However, it 

should be mentioned that because Palestine has never been ruled by an independent state and has never had a 

specified political figure to serve as the country’s observer UN member. Therefore, although it is normal to 

expect executive environmental infrastructures, it has not come true yet in the region. For the same reason, it is 

necessary to accomplish an executive operational plan and define a framework for the environment security and 

evaluate environment in this region (Palestine). In addition, it is necessary to define national environmental 

methods, criterion and standards in this region. The beds of biology of the sea, soil and weather elements (the 

weather quality) should be on the agenda. The compatibility of biological elements, including genetic diversity, 

species diversity and eco-systemic diversity should be organized in the form of specified national programs at 

the level of region and based on international conventions and standards. It is crystal clear that violation of 

environment either because of personal interests or national interests, direct or indirect, would endanger the 

human security. All theories on the relationship between the environments with human security admit that the 

environment and environmental resources should not be damaged neither at large or small scale nor under any 

excuses. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In the word today, a stable economy is a key to power and all countries have targeted stable economy in 

their planning. Development experts believe that stable economy does not come true unless through sustainable 

development. What was discussed above proved that sustainable development is a development in which rights 

of future generations are secured. Many countries seeking progress and development and sustainable 

development take measures violating the environment. Destruction of the environment can be justified under no 

reason. The consequences of damage to environment cover all humanity, and the current generations and the 

future ones will all be affected by its effects. Environment is a divine blessing made up of a system of 

harmonious resources, living creatures, reasons and conditions which are seen around any living creature and 

are playing a key role in the continuation of life. Therefore all decision makers and decision takers, whether in 

national arena or the international arena, should do their best to protect the environment. Over the recent decade, 

over 100 pacts, treaty and conventions either at regional level or the international one have been prepared and 

signed by different countries. This shows the significance and the situation of the environment. What has been 

done is necessary but not enough. Given what is going on in the world, the environment is being destroyed fast 

despite of its sensitivity. Therefore, in order to reach an all-out and stable development and or in other terms, in 

order to obtain sustainable development binding rules are required at both regional and international level. The 

environmental rules and regulations, especially at the international level, are more recommendatory and do not 

force the countries to follow them. What have been mentioned in the biological diversity and the sustainable 

development convention needs executive approach in the countries’ internal rules. The economic and social 
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council of the UN needs to present more objective approaches to protect the environment. Based on what have 

been discussed earlier in this study, instructions about the environment should be so comprehensive so that any 

legal or real individual needs to regard himself as a environmental protection man at both national and 

international level and play the role of a real environmental protection man, with the feelings of prejudice 

towards environment. Besides imposition of binding rules and regulations to force people to follow, it is 

necessary to define criminal protection of the environment under the motto of right to the environment as the 

basic human rights. This measure would be a performance bound and prevents authoritarian behaviors of real 

and legal individuals. Thus, institutionalizing the principle of "self-environment keeping" is also very important 

attainable by considering the divine recommendations.  
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